
Sermon Notes for Kids Date___________________

Title________________________________  Text_______________________________

We are called to run the race with ________________________

We are disciplined so that in the race we learn to pursue peace and __________________

There are two extremes to be _________________________

This final section is 12:15-13:25 is a series of _____________________ directives.

This final section is designed to bring a fresh orientation for the Christian life lived in a 

hostile _______________________

Defining holiness or sanctification is ____________________ business

Some define in external ____________________________

Some definitions are nothing but __________________________

Others define holiness in terms of __________________________

What is important is that we let the Bible ___________________ holiness

The great attainments in personal holiness could never merit heaven or ______________

Our only saving sanctification is Christ _______________________

Heb. 12:14 does _____________ refer to the imputation of Christ’s righteousness

Why? _____________________________________

Sanctification is the necessary consequence of saving _________________ and the fruit 

of saving ___________________________

Holiness has its source in the once for all cleansing through the ________ of __________

Holiness is _____________________, not sensational.

There is practical holiness that flows from the work of Christ _________ __________

Pursue means to run after, strive for, aspire after, earnestly __________ ______________

We need to pursue holiness, we need to seek to live out, put into practice the truths of the 

_____________ _________.

What are we after in this pursuit?

Mortification of ______________________

Vivification of Christian _______________________

Conformity to the image of __________________________

Conformity to the revealed _____________ of ___________________

How do we actually pursue ______________________________?



We pursue and God _________________________

We draw _____________________________

We submit to ___________________________

Without which no one will see the _________________________

No _____________________, no _____________________________

Salvation is by grace through _______________________

Salvation by grace through faith is not a mere transaction, it is _____________________

Many texts underscore this necessary consequence of a changed ____________________

List them: _____________________________________________________

These texts are based on two things:

1. The source of salvation by grace is the same source of __________________

2. Salvation is seen in both ______________ and not _____________ dimensions.

Your response to the gospel is a demonstration of the reality of your ________________

Let us pursue that which He is _________________________ in us.


